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“How can we make contracts more
  user-friendly through  information design?”
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Contracts: assumptions

... Just something you have to have

... At odds with relationships
    (documents are documents, people are people)

... Contract readers are fully rational actors



Contracts: what they could be

Just something you have to have

At odds with relationships
(documents are documents, 
people are people)

Contract readers are fully rational actors > Contract readers are humans with normal
    cognitive and attention limitations,
    indivisible from their emotions,
    and less rational than you think

> A valuable customer touchpoint

> Can be used to foster a good relationship,
    to communicate clearly, to signal commitment



Framing
The way in which you present information to an audience
will have an impact on how they make sense of that information.



Framing: example

There is a disease outbreak, and it is likely to kill 600 people.
Two programs of actions have been proposed:

PROGRAM A
Allows 200 people to be surely saved

PROGRAM B
Has a 1/3 probability that all 600 people are saved
and a 2/3 probability that none of the 600 people are saved.

Which one do you choose?

Tversky & Kahneman, 1987



Framing: example

There is a disease outbreak, and it is likely to kill 600 people.
Two programs of actions have been proposed:

PROGRAM A
Allows 200 people to be surely saved

PROGRAM B
Has a 1/3 probability that all 600 people are saved
and a 2/3 probability that none of the 600 people are saved.

Which one do you choose?

Most people
choose A

Tversky & Kahneman, 1987



Framing: example

There is a disease outbreak, and it is likely to kill 600 people.
Two programs of actions have been proposed:

PROGRAM A
400 people surely die

PROGRAM B
Has a 1/3 probability that nobody dies
and a 2/3 probability that everyone dies.

Which one do you choose?

Tversky & Kahneman, 1987



Framing: example

There is a disease outbreak, and it is likely to kill 600 people.
Two programs of actions have been proposed:

PROGRAM A
400 people surely die

PROGRAM B
Has a 1/3 probability that nobody dies
and a 2/3 probability that everyone die.

Which one do you choose?

Most people
choose B

Tversky & Kahneman, 1987



Framing in contracts: example

Weber et al, 2011

A buyer wants protection from a possibly risky supplier.



Framing in contracts: example

Early termination Extension option

Weber et al, 2011

A buyer wants protection from a possibly risky supplier.



Framing in contracts: example

A buyer wants protection from a possibly risky supplier.

Early terminationEarly termination

Contract duration is 4 years,
with the possibility to terminate
it early after 2 years have passed

Contract duration is 2 years,
with the option to extend it for

2 more years

Extension option

Weber et al, 2011



Framing in contracts: example

A buyer wants protection from a possibly risky supplier.

Contract duration is 4 years,
with the possibility to terminate
it early after 2 years have passed

Contract duration is 2 years,
with the option to extend it for

2 more years

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

Early termination

EXACTLY
THE SAME,

RIGHT?

Weber et al, 2011

Extension option



Nope!



What happens?
Early termination triggers a preventive frame

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

SEEN AS THE
REQUIRED
SET GOAL

TERMINATION 
IS SEEN AS

A LOSS

RISK

Based on Weber et al, 2011



What happens?
Early termination triggers a preventive frame

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

SEEN AS THE
REQUIRED
SET GOAL

TERMINATION 
IS SEEN AS

A LOSS

POSSIBLE EMOTIONS 
RANGE BETWEEN VERY 
NEGATIVE AND NEUTRAL

RISK

Based on Weber et al, 2011



What happens?
Early termination triggers a preventive frame

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

SEEN AS THE
REQUIRED
SET GOAL

TERMINATION 
IS SEEN AS

A LOSS

POSSIBLE EMOTIONS 
RANGE BETWEEN VERY 
NEGATIVE AND NEUTRAL

BEHAVIORAL RESULT: 
- HIGH VIGILANCE
- FOCUS ON RISKS
- ARM’S LENGTH RELATIONSHIP

RISK

Based on Weber et al, 2011



Extension option triggers a promotive frame

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

SEEN AS THE
BEST POSSIBLE

GOAL

EXTENSION 
IS SEEN AS

A GAIN

What happens?

SEEN AS THE
MINIMUM GOAL

OPPORTUNITY

Based on Weber et al, 2011



Extension option triggers a promotive frame

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

SEEN AS THE
BEST POSSIBLE

GOAL

EXTENSION 
IS SEEN AS

A GAIN

What happens?

SEEN AS THE
MINIMUM GOAL

POSSIBLE EMOTIONS 
RANGE BETWEEN SLIGHTLY
NEGATIVE AND
VERY POSITIVE

OPPORTUNITY

Based on Weber et al, 2011



Extension option triggers a promotive frame

Start

Decision point

Maximum duration
Fixed part Optional part

SEEN AS THE
BEST POSSIBLE

GOAL

EXTENSION 
IS SEEN AS

A GAIN

What happens?

SEEN AS THE
MINIMUM GOAL

POSSIBLE EMOTIONS 
RANGE BETWEEN SLIGHTLY
NEGATIVE AND
VERY POSITIVE

BEHAVIORAL RESULT: 
- FLEXIBILITY, INVOLVEMENT
- FOCUS ON WINS
- COLLABORATIVENESS

OPPORTUNITY

Based on Weber et al, 2011



downsides
losses

risks
upsides
gains
opportunitiesVS.

plus, humans are tendentially more risk averse:
if you are not intentionally seeking an arm’s length relation,

you need to consider “framing away from the negative”!



contract
design = strategic business decisions

+ strategic risk management
+ behavioral nudges
+ language choice
+ top-notch document design



How to make
our chosen framing
clear “at-a-glance”?



Pricing: showing the value to the customer

The total compensation is based on a fixed fee and production-based
compensation.
- The fixed fee is 20 000 € /month
- Production-based compensation is based on a fee of 1 € per m3 of product,
  calculated for production over 20 000 m3

Operation & Maintenance Outsourcing



Pricing: showing the value to the customer

€

m3 production

FIXED SERVICE COSTS
Base fee

20 000 € / month

20 000 m3

VARIABLE SERVICE COSTS
Production fee 1 € / m3

x
production

Pricing

Supplier’s perspective:
“the more we help production,
  the more we are rewarded”

Design: Stefania Passera



Pricing: showing the value to the customer

“ If the customer just looks at this chart at a glance,
they may believe that the price goes up.

It gives the impression that they will spend more! 
The point is that it is advantageous for them in the long term.

If they don’t see that, they won’t trust our proposal. “



Pricing: showing the value to the customer

€/m3

m3 production
20 000 m3

PRODUCTION BASED PRICE 
1 € / m3

FIXED SERVICE PRICE
20 000 € / month

Pricing per m3

Buyer’s perspective:
“the more the supplier
  helps our production,
  the cheaper it gets
  (and we are very
  productive!)”

Design: Stefania Passera



Creating service scope with the customer: the map metaphor

• Desequi con con persper cillese quisqui alibustem 
quiassi nus, cuptati osaest laccullabo. Iciti nempos 
neceaqui quis dolupta tioritat mincitata cuptas con-
secu ptatur repe porersped evel ipiditenis reiuscil 
molores as voloriam etu 

• Rum esecuptus volorit que re ento esequi di adi 
tent qui illo qui nonsequi quam repro est, odictur-
erspe a quibusciis et as eumquossi blam  

• Commosa ntistesed quae. Im que lici in cum quod 
quam apic tet pos volupisit et odis et, temped minci-
mo lenimpe rspelles voloreptate volorpos moluptae 
destore rrovit ut auda veniaes moditat uriatur 

• Lorio evelite nos et, sit quae maximodi sam, sanist 
et expe rehenimust ullupta conse nust peliquodis 
re voluptate nat labor modigendae natem il moloria 
adicaer rorestios aut occum quo cuptam, quodiatem 
ant iliquuntent. 

• Uptistis sumquae perferibusam fuga. Edipsam 
aut ute cor aliquunt essi ommolorem suntior porerer 
atibus voluptatio cullupt ionsequiae nobit offic ten-
dandae poreium nihille secatquis doloria consequi 

Outsourcing service scope

Operation & Maintenance Outsourcing

> Is it clear that the service is modular?

> Is it clear that every aspect of the service 
   is flexible and customizable?

> “List of demands” -metaphor



Creating service scope with the customer: the map metaphor

Service modules 
and submodules
are visible

Facilitate choice
and discussion

“Map” -metaphor
invites the parties
to explore options 
together

> service scope
   creation is often
   a collaborative
   endeavor

Daily	produc-on	opera-ons	

• Raw	material	quality	control	
•  Screening	
• Chip	quality	measurements	

• Work	management	
• Run	equipment	
according	to	
produc:on	plan	
	

• Opera:ng	log	receiving	
table	
• Opera:ng	chipper	
• Opera:ng	debarking			
•  	drum		
• Opera:ng	conveyors	
• Gate	and	scale	
opera:on	

•  Log	discharge	from	
truck	
•  Log	loading	to	log	
receiving	table	
• Chip	handling	and	
storage	

•  Industrial	cleaning	of	plant	

•  Supplier	network	
management		
• Material	management		

• Work	management	
	

•  Effec:ve	use	of	
computerized	
maintenance	
management	system	

• Daily	maintenance	 • Preven:ve	&	predic:ve	
maintenance		
•  Lubrica:on		
• Condi:on	monitoring		

Daily	maintenance	opera-ons	 Special	services	included	

•  Transporta:on	cost	
to	and	from	the	
Supplier	workshop	
outside	the	plant		is	
included	into	scope	

• Once	in	a	year	
process	specialist	
will	make	a	process	
op:miza:on	

• Chipper	knife	grinding	
• Bed	knife	recondi:oning	
• Knife	equipment	change	
supervision,	and	complete	
inspec:on	of	chipper	
specialist		

•  Establishing	onsite	
stock	for	chipper	wear	
parts	and	consumables	
• Recommenda:on	of	
other	parts	to	be	kept	
onsite	

Materials	

•  Tools,	machinery	and	measurement	
equipment	defined	in	Appendix	X	
•  Internal	transporta:on	vehicles	
defined	in	Appendix	X	

O&M	development	processes	

Repor:ng	on	e.g.:		
• Chip	quality	
• Raw	material	
measurements	
• Daily	produc:on	sta:s:cs	
•  Scale	measurements	
•  Safety	(LTI)	
•  Technical	planned	and	
unplanned	shutdowns		

	

• Planning,	
supervising	
and	execu:ng	
shutdowns	

• Root	cause	analysis	
of	problems	or	
events	
• Cri:cality	analysis	
and	RCM	updates	
•  Life	cycle	cost	
analysis	
	

• Developing	
personnel	skills	&	
working	methods	
• Developing	of	
maintenance	
network	(local	and	
global)		

• Maintenance	
management	
systems	
	
	

• Developing	
preven:ve	
maintenance	&	
equipment	life	
cycle	
• Overhaul	programs	
	

O&M	establishment	

• Recruitment	of	
on-site	team	

•  Training	of	
personnel	

•  Establishing	
computerized	
systems	

SERVICE	SCOPE	MAP	CartaFirm

Design: Stefania Passera



“We promise plain language communications to our customers”

Suitable?



Design: Stefania Passera

“We promise plain language communications to our customers”

Better?

Consistent
with brand

Diagrams
to explain 
clearly the
customer’s
rights and
obligations

key info
is highlighted



“We want to show that we are more collaborative than our competitors”

Suitable?
Logo Logo



“We want to show that we are more collaborative than our competitors”

Better?

Design: Stefania Passera

“Us” is the 
focus

Swimlanes
are used to 
create
equality 
between
the parties



Legal Design Jam™: a way to reframe (and simplify) contracts

Reinsurance 
clause on 
excluding 
nuclear risk

Excludes...

Excepts...

Excepts (to the 
first exception)...

Excepts (to the 
second
exception)...



NUCLEAR ENERGY RISKS EXCLUSION CLAUSE 

This Reinsurance shall exclude Nuclear Energy Risks whether such risks are written directly and/or by way of reinsurance and/or via Pools 
and/or Associations.

For all purposes of this Reinsurance Nuclear Energy Risks shall mean all first party and/or third party insurances or reinsurances (other 
than Workers' Compensation and Employers' Liability) in respect of:
 I All Property, on the site of a nuclear power station.
 Nuclear Reactors, reactor buildings and plant and equipment therein on any site other than a nuclear power station.
 II All Property, on any site (including but not limited to the sites referred to in I above) used or having been used for:
  (a) The generation of nuclear energy; or
  (b) The Production, Use or Storage of Nuclear Material.
 III Any other Property eligible for insurance by the relevant local Nuclear Insurance Pool and/or Association but only to the extent  
 of the requirements of that local Pool and/or Association.
 IV The supply of goods and services to any of the sites, described in I to III above, unless such insurances or reinsurances shall
 exclude the perils of irradiation and contamination by Nuclear Material.

Except as undernoted, Nuclear Energy Risks shall not include:-
 (i) any insurance or reinsurance in respect of the construction or erection or installation or replacement or repair or maintenance or 
 decommissioning of Property as described in I to III above (including contractors' plant and equipment);
 (ii) any Machinery Breakdown or other Engineering insurance or reinsurance not coming within the scope of (i) above.
 Provided always that such insurance or reinsurance shall exclude the perils of irradiation and contamination by Nuclear Material.

However, the above exemption shall not extend to:-
 1. The provision of any insurance or reinsurance whatsoever in respect of:-
 (a) Nuclear Material;
 (b) Any Property in the High Radioactivity Zone or Area of any Nuclear Installation as from the introduction of Nuclear Material or -
 for reactor installations - as from fuel loading or first criticality where so agreed with the relevant local Nuclear Insurance Pool
 and/or Association.
 2. The provision of any insurance or reinsurance for the undernoted perils:
 - Fire, lightning, explosion;

Legal Design Jam™: a way to reframe (and simplify) contracts



Legal Design Jam™: a way to reframe (and simplify) contracts

Just state your message 
(it excludes a certain category of risk)

Define the risk in straightforward and 
clear terms

Add simple to understand exceptions

CC BY SA
© 2016, Contract Jam @ Swiss Re 2016



Summarizing...
-  Be deliberate in stressing losses VS gains,
   as it will influence the relationship you wish to achieve with the counterpart

-  It’s not true that “any contract will do”: you need to be strategic in contract design

-  Contract design =
   business strategy + behavioral considerations + language + visual communication

-  Humans are multisensory (and bounded-rational) animals:
   good design can help communicate clearly, tacit and explicit knowledge alike



passera.stefania@gmail.com
@StewieKee


